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II TRIBIIUVAN UNIVERSITY

INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING

Bxamination Control Division
2075 Ashrvin

Exam.

Level i BE Full Marks i 80

Programme | 3ltil3.t#LPM.E i ru," rrrarrc i :z

Yeer/Part illl/I iTime i3hrs.

Subject: - Control System (88602)

/ Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
{ Auempt AII questions.
( Thefi.gures in the mar$in indicate lull Marks.
{ Assume suitable data if necessary.

L a) Inspite of cost and complicated design, closed loop control systern are widely
preffered over open loop control system. Justi$ the statement with sorne examples. t4l

b) Find the transfer function of given circuil. t4l

For the mechanical system shown below find the transfer function Mz(sYF(s). Draw
theforcevoltageanalogy. [6+21

2. a) Develop block diagram model for the circuit shown in figure below. t4l

18lb) Using Masons gain formula, find the tr. Function -C(S). of the fig given below.
R(S)

c) Using R-I{ criteria, tell howmany roots of polynomial is in right half s-plane.

Ss +4Sa +2S3 +8S2 +S+4=0
t4l



3. a) Fig (ii) is step response of system as in fig (0 {ind K and P.

b) Sketch the root locus for unity feedback the system having the forward path transfer

function 619= K
(r-;t +2)F+2s+t tlol

a) Using Nyguist criterion determine the stability of the feedback system whose open
loop transfer function is given by

G(s)H(s)=-(s+5)--
(S-2[S+2)

Also find GM. t8l
b) A system is characterized 

rbf 
the equation

Y(S) = 2V4s+2)
U(S) s3 + 5s2 +8s + 2 .

Find its state and output equation and express in mafrix form. Tbenusing your ma0ix,
how do you get characteristic equation? tSl

a) Discuss effect of addition of a zero to s syst€m. t4l
b) The open loop transfer function of a system is given by:

G(S)= I
S(S+l)(0.55+l)

Compensate the system, such that, K, = 5 seil and phase margin is at least 40o and
the gain margin is at least 10 dB with a lag compensaior. {l?l

*:l *

t6l

".*

5.
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1.

Subiect: - Conqg_l $319n -glgz
Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.

Anempt AII questions.

The figures in the margin indicate FVE Marks-

Assume suitable data dnecessary'

a) What is control system? Draw the block diagram of a closed loop control system and

briefly explain the firnction of each block.

b) Show that the speed of response increases vvith the increase of the gain of the system.

c) Find the transfer function W of the system below by constructing the block
V"(S)

diagram.

2. a) Determine the transfer function of the given system by reducing blocks.

c(s)

Consider a unity feedback control systern wi& the closed loop transfer function

c(s) 
=__511-b_R(S) (s2 +as+b)

Determine,the open loop ftansfer function. Show that the steady state error in the unit
ramp input response is given bY

a:-k
V^^ =-""b
How we can perform relative stability analysis using RH-Criteria?

t5l

t3l

t8I

t8l

b)

tsl

c) t3l



:*
3. a) For a turity feedback system the open loop transfer fi:nction of a control system is

given by t10l

G(S):
s(s+4)(s'+4s+20)

Sketch the root locus for 0 < K < * and determine the breakaway point, the angle of
departure from complex poles and the stability conditions.

b) Write the state equation for ttre circuit shown below. Also write output equation. t6l

4. a) Discuss working of P[ controller.

b) Suppose that the step response of a fust order system is C(t) =S(t-e-%). What are

impulse and ramp responses? t4]
c) Sketch the Nyquist Plot of Unity feedback system having open loop transfer function

and c(S)H(sl=-*P:.Cornmentonstability.Whatisgainmargin? ttl
(s -3)(s + 3)

5. a) Discuss the purpose of lead and lag compensators. l4l

b) Design a suitable phase lag compensating network for G(S) =

meet the following specification

Ku = 30 Sec-l

P.M >40"

S(1+ 0.lsXl +0.2s)

141
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i INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING

Examination Control Division
i

2074 Ashwin

Sabject: - Control System (E8602)

t.

2. a) Determine the overall transfer
diagram reduction technique.

Candidates are required to give their answers in theii own words as far as practicable.
Attempt All questions.
Thefigures in the margin indicate FuIl Marks.
Assume suitable data if necessary.

a) How would a closed loop system differ from open loop one on its steps response?
^.:--i ^.-- 

r +;^^l -- -l^6^t;^-- -vrdld!.V-a.

b) Find the transfer function, +33, for the mechanicai system of figure bdlcw. Also, p(s) '

L a1'lllre F-V;rnd F-I anglcgy circr,r' of the s1 t,;rr.

l<1
L-J

[6]

X3

Dr K:
Kr

I

Mr l& irl3

r 0ur*
_/ OOL

J t]OL

Fvr=0 Fvl=0

c) Find transfer function of an op-amp model as below

functions C(s)/R(s) of the given system by block

X1 x2

Kt)

t41
L'l

t8l

b) Using R-H criteria, tell how many roots of polynomial given below is in righl
s-plane, in left half s-plane and on jw axis. Comment on stability.

s6 +3sj +4sa +6s3 +5s2 +3s+2:0

hdf
l8l



*
3. a) The open loop lransfer fi.rnction of a control system is

G(s)H(s)= ' (4s+l)
s'(s+t)(2s+l)

using Nyquist criterion, determine the open loop and closbd loop stability of thissystem.

b) The open loop transfer function of a unity feedback system is given by

G(S)= = 198

S,(s+4)(s2 +3s+12)

Find tlP static eror coefEcie.qts aad stearty'tate error of th-e sy-stern n&e; sulieebd io
an input grven by r(t) = 2 -"51 * gtz

4. a) Draw Bc,h,Plot for rhe sJplern with @n-*tet fimctionG(sp*.,-, -- 1Q{q9--. --
Determine gain margin, phase margm and commen, * .lli,i,rj:?tH;1?:L

. according to yornplot.

b) Given state equation and output equation, find transfer fiurction 
ffi*u determine

the poles and zeros.
t8l

- fo' I ol l-olX=l -t _l glx*l I lu and y=[o o lFLl o oJ Lol J .-

5' a) State whether the statement "Derivative controllers are always used with othercontrollers" is true or false and justify your answer 'eru bwu "'"' t"ot 
Jr*3;b) Design a lead compensator for a system having open loop transfer function

G(s)H(s)=- k
qr*O.tfrTOlO$so that the designed system sho'ld have PM ) 45o,

Kv =1000sec-t

t8l

t8l

u21

\i
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TRIBHUVAN LTNIVERSITY

INSTITUTE OF' ENGINEERiNG
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2073 Shrawar

- -f-v!isr! :cg$g!-!vslg !P!!au*-
Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable'

Attempt AII queslions.

Thefipres in the margin indicste Full Marks'

Assume suitable data if necessary.

a) What kind of control system could have been in the following? Illustrate with 
- -

necessary blocks and variables ' l4x2]

i) Governer system of Hydropower Station

ii) Traffrc light system of Kathrnandu

b) Find transfer function (consider displacement of mass M2 as outpuQ for &e given

mechanical system. Also develop foice-current analogous circuit. t8]

I
L

2. a) Determine the overall transfer functions C(S) / R(S)

diagram reduction technique.

system by block

R(s)

b) The sysrem equations are given uy' *tt)= 
[-0, -tu]l<ttt-[?]'(,1, 

*u

y(t) = [ gh(t) ; Find transfer frmction of the system and also check stability. t8l

of the given



3. a) For aclosed loop systempresented by

Determine the range of controller gain (K 
o , K, ) so that the PI controller provides the

stable outPuL.

b) A unity feedback control system has an open loop transfer function

G(S) : 5(S + 9) 
. Sketch the root locus and determine: [8]

S(S'+43+1i)

i) The range of 'K' for system to be stable

ii) Undamped natural frequency of oscillation

t4l

",}

input shaft . l
ratio and

l4l

t4l

t8l

c) A closed loop servo is represented by the differential equation #. 
-* = 64zwherc

,y, is the displacement of the output shaft and'u' is the displacement of the

artd z : u-y. Determine frequency of sustained oscillation, damping

percentage maximum overshoot for unit step input.

4. a) Draw the region in S-plane that satisfies following requirements'

i) s>0.707 (ii)t<2s
b) For a closed loop sYstem given bY

K
siven bv G(S): --

s(r+02s)

The system should meet the following criteria

t) Can the system track a step reference input'r'with zero steady state error

ii) Can the system reject a step disnrbance 'or'wit! zero steady state error?

iii) Compute the sensitivity of closed loop trarxfer function to change in the plant

pole at '-2'

c) How a controller with transfer firnction G"(S)=1iT"* be used as lead or lag -
1+TS -'--'

compensator, explain. 14]

5. a) Design a suitable lead compensator for a system whose open loop transfer fimction is

110l

i) K" > 2Osec-r

ii) P.M. > 44"

b) The differentiat equations related to a system *. *L - -3x, +x, and * = -t*, +u for

t > 0. Its output equatiog is grven by y = Xr. Derive the transfer function of the system

t6lwith these differential equation and output equation.

***
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21 TRIBHWAN UNIVERSITY

INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERIN G
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2072 Chaitra

1.

s, y .nigf ! : : p,ont191 Sy s'!em {{ !* s o ! )
Candidates.are required to give their answers in their orlrt words as far as practicable.

Attempt AIt quesliorzs.

Thefigures in the margin indicate Full Matks.
Assume suitable data if necessaty.

a) Define linear time invariant system. Justify the statement "modern complex systems

are more pronounced r.vith closed loop control system"'

bi The given mechanical system has force f(t) as input and x1 and x2 as displacement

outputs. Draw equivalent F-V analogous circuit and determine the transfer functions

Xr (S)IF(S) and X2(S)/F(S).

Discuss, how a closed loop system has better disturbance rejection and command

input tracking capabilities in comparision to an open loop system t4]

Find Transfer fi.rnction of the following system. t8l

t4l

i8l

f(t)

c)

2. a)

R(s)
c(s)

b) Find the range of 'K' for stable operation using R-H criteria. t4l

X1

-

s (s2+s+iJ (s+2)

c) Explain how RH (Routh Hurwitz) method is used for determining relative stability. 14l



t
3. a) Open loop pole/zero plot of a unify feedback system are shown in figure below.

Determine maximum overshoot and setting time for its step response. t6l

4- a)

I4lb)

c)

16l

t6I

If desired damping ratio is '1' , which controller do you suggest, explain.

Determine value of 'K' and 'b' so tlrat the unity feedback system with open loop

transfer function; *trl =,.#*;
Develop state space equations for the following circuit considering voltage of 2H
inductor as output. I is input to the system

4s+40b) Draw Bode plot for the system wittr transfer functionG(s) =

Deterrnine gain margin, phase margin and comment on
according to your plot.

(s2 +4s+25)(s'?+50s)'
stability of the system

tl0l
14l

5. a) compare the Lag and Lead compensator applications in control system.

bi Design a suitable compensator for a unity feedback system with its feed forward

tansfer function as G(s)
s(s + 2)

and settling time 2 sec. for its step response. Also velocity error constant should not
be less than 2 per sec. UZI

*,t *

it

1.5 chrn

1r' zH



2I I'RIBHIJVAN TINIVI.jRSITY

TNSTITUTE OF ENGINEERTNC

Examinatisn Control Division
2071 Chaitra

Exam. lar
Level BE Full Marks 80

Programme BEL, BEX, BME, BIE Pass Marks 32

Year / Part fit lt Time 3 hrs.

Subject : - Control System (EE602)

,/ Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
{ Auempt All questions.
,/ The figures in the margin indicate Full Morks.

suitable data if necessary

Construct a general block diagrarn of a control system showing the different blocks,
and hence briefly point out their meaning. t4l

Effect ofdisturbance in case offeedback conlrol system can be suppressed bf increasing
the gain G(S) and / or H(S). i4l

c) Following figure shows a mechanical vibratory system and the response when l0 lb of
force is applied to the system. Determine the transfer function and value of M, D and K.
The displacement x is measured from the equilibrium position. i8]

dt)

0.ffi93
t0Ib

s.02

K

grl T D

!

3

,.gJ/ sn n
steady

that using the velociry feedback teehniques shown figure below damping ratio and

state error are both increased. t8l

R(s) R(s)
+ +

block diagram model for the system below. t6I

L VL

s(s +2(ot,)

vrn I



:l

i

3. ?tz
R-H criteri4 tell how many roots of polynomial is in right half s-plane, in left half

s-plane and on jw axis.and also comment on stability. t4]
56 +3S5 +4S.0 +653 +5S2 +35 + 2 = 0

For the unity feedback system with open loop transfer function (OLTF)

G(s)=-+ ^. , use angle criteria to check-rxhetherthtj root locus passes from point
(s+l)(s+3)

sr=1+j3.5. If yes, use magnitude critepia to select the appropriate value of gain

parameter. t4l

a sysrem given by *[l]=[ ,' J]l:,].[i]u;r=[ 4[l], determine the

zeros and the poles of the system. t4l

l8lc) The open loop transfer function ofa control system is given by

. -- s2 -2s+5G(s)H(s) = K ,s'+1.5s-l

:

:

i

,I

i1

t.

I

I

I
i

j

i:

.

g

!

{
x

l

.

I

{

I

J

l

Sketch the root locus for 0 < K < o and determine the breakaway point, the angle of
departure from complex poles and the stability conditions. Also find value of K that gives
poles at (-0.3sti0.6)

q. dDesign a suitable compensator for a unity feedback system with open loop transfer
1L

G(s)=-,--. such that the settling time will become 2 seconds without change in
s(s + 2)

and velocity time constant will be 2 s-r

a compensator transfer function given by G"(s)= l*t , give the condition of lead
s+aT

compensator. For the given value of 'a' what is the frequency that leads to maximum

State the Nyquist stability criteria for negative feedback control system. Using this
concept determine whether the following system represented by figure below is stable. t4I

tt21

t4l

:.--",,-_

,|

0.5

0

-0.5

-l

-1.5

-2

t{yquist oiagram

0 trB

aaa

E

Pole-zero plot

2

la)

2

o

-1

-2 ds

dB

3-1

-05
Real rdt

dB

dB

d-
I"



how bode plot Can be used to determine transfcr function of the system. t5l

Develop state equation for motor eircuit at below.

Ra

(dh

t5l

E

Rf

rf*

Eta-

fEo

Is, ' lffio
Q6.'ni&tr

,i+*

*b'il el*ina

(Jkrhtl -f l,u,*I

.a

t_
r.i:i



ZZ TRJBHUVAN I.JNIVERSITY

INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING

Examination Control Division
2071 Shawan

Exam.

t2

('t\ ltlt't ii.:lr Ii( (t

Level BE full Mrrlr
Programme BEL, BEX, BME, BIE Prrl llilrrlo,
Year/Part m/I Time 3 hrs.

Candidates are required to give their answers in
AttemptAll questions.

Control (8E602)
their own words as far as practicable.

xz(t)

Dz

I

1. a) What is control system? Draw the block diagram of a closed loop contol system and L -
briefly explain the function of each block. Mention also advantages of closed loop
system over open loop system t8l

{ Thefigures in the margin indicate Full Marles.y' Assume suitable data if necessary.

b) Find the tansfer function, #, for the mechanical system of figure below. Also' F(s) '

drawthe F-V and F-I analogy circuit of the system.

xr(t)

t

;
,i

,11

Dr

'i" :

i:.,

$

rsl*?
! q,.

t

t6t.

Dr

2. a) Discuss how the dynamic responses of confrol system are affected by a feed back.

2

b) For an open loop transfer function wittr unity feedback G(S) = r '* . where
s(s + 2(con)

E < 1, derive an expression for output when unit step input is applied.

c) Using R-H criteria, tell how many roots of polynomial is right half s-plane, in left half
s-plane and on jw uris.

56 +2S5 +8Sa +1253 + 2032 +165 +16 = 0

3. a) The open loop transfer firnction of a control system is given by

c(s)H(s)=#
Sketch the root locus for 0 SK S o and determine trubreakaway poi-nt, the angle of

departtre from complex poles and the stability conditions.

b) Discuss how a Bode plot can be used to determine transfer function of the system.

Explain with an example.

t_.i'
i.t

L

t6I

t4I

{t0I

t6I

4. a) Construct the polar plot of unity feedback system withG(S) =
K

S(S+1X0.lS+l)
Then, upgrade the plot to make it. Nyquist plot. Hence find range of k for stable

operation. [3+3+2]

b) For given state equation and output equation, find transfer lrrrrlion I(S), 
t8]

U(S)

ti j, jJ,..[TJ" *.
k

@

*= y= [1 0 0lx

Design a suitable lead compensating nctwork for G(S):

specification Ka = l0 seil
P.M > 35o 

+**

to meet the following

tl6l



2I TRIBHUVANUNIVERSITY

INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING

Examination Control Division

Exam. Old Back Q065 & Earlier Batch)
Level BE f,'ull Marks 80

Programme
BEL, BEX,
BCT
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Subiect: - Control System (EG 64SEE)

/ Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
/ Atlempt any Five questtons-
/ TheJigures in the margin indtcate Full Marks.
/ Assume suitable data if necessary.

l. d For armdrre controlled separately excited DC motor, identiff the necessary differential
eqtrations governing its betraviors and hence derive the dynamic model of such motor.

for the following system.

Ir

Vt \t

blDetermine the fransfer fun"tion 
C(')
R(s)

RG)

t8l

t8t

c(s)

, .!. e) $f.f1e Feq,Frffricefre difter€Sid eq!t4i@s ",rd &td 6e arcrcturod

t$Cnstr nrnction ofthc belon, t10l

#*'# lxrr F
F(0

5(9
V,(s)

b) Draw the block diagram and rcduce it tq calculate forthe following network. t6l

kr

Mi Mr



3. a) The unit step response of a linear control system is shown in figure below. Find the

transferunction of a second order system to model the system. | [8]
c (t)

1.25

I

0.01

b) Checl tlie stability of the system represented by the following characteristic equation
giffi below using R-H critcria t8I

,{+8.f +l&2 +l6s+50 = O

4. a) Find thc"Gain Margin and Phase Margin using Bode plots for the following transfer

tunction: G(s)==.----' s(o.ls+t[0.2s+l) tE]

b)An engigeer is called in to consult on a conffol syslem in a pigce of eQuipryent in the
field. No one can find the design report or test results from the original design of control
system. The engineer therefore decided to take a frequency response of the system. The
resulting asymptotic frequency response is obtained as below. Determine the ransfer

tEIfunction.
,! dB .'

,t0

t kacl' '

!
I

-i-.-. -.-. -.- -40dB/dec.

{0dVdec.

-.-.- -20dBi/dec.

4dB

2
0 &,

0.1

l.

6.

a) Draw the Nyquist plot for the following open loop fransfer function [101

cdc).r(s): ' ry?
.&+t)6+3,

b) Discuss in brief the use of PtD controllers in control s),stem. 16l

A systcm of which open loop transfer functioii" d, t"l= ,,!, It is desired to design a

comp€nsdor so that the static velocity error constant K, is 20sec l, Phase margin is at least
5(P and gain margin is at least l0db. tlq

***



2t UNIVERSITY

OF ENGINEERING

Control Division
2070 Chaitra

Exam. I{cgu I;t r
Lcvel BE FullMarla 80

Programme BEL, BE}qBME,BIE Pass It{rrkg 32

Year /Part m/I Time 3 hrs.

Subject: - Control System (EE602)

r' Candidates are required to gtve their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
/ Attemptillquestions-

{ Assume suitable data if necessary-

t. -(a) Find transfer function for the following mechanical system considering displacement

of mass M2 as output of the system. Also develop force current analogous circuit.

r
3

t6I

t3l

f(0
B

(b) Reduce the followin! bbck diagram modelto obtain its overalltran$fer function. t6l

+

(c) How can you characterize a conhl system in term of (i) Speed (ii) accuracy (iii) Stability

t4lexplain.

2. (4| For a second order system as betow 6(s) = # and H(s) =1, find expression

for maximum overshoot on its unit step response where wn is natural freguency of
oscillation and ( is damplng ratio at underdamped situation. Ilt

R(s)

(b) Discuss how a feed back control system rejcct the disturbance input.

{c) Find atl static error constant for a unity feedback system with feedforward transfer
function 6(s) = ;G;ffiiril. Evaluate steady state error if system is excited with

r(t) = 2*1. t6l



3. Fl Obtain Nyquist plot and comment on stability using Nyquist CriGrion for a unity

feedback system with feedforward transfer function 1s) = ffi:
(b) Discuss how Bode plot is used for deterrrining relative stability.

(c) Discuss the application of a PI contnoller with suitable example.

4.(a) Obtain characteristic equation for the system having given state model.

lx:J= I? :llE:1.. [3]"
.: f=[1 ,t?rl

(b) besign series lag compensator for the unity feedback system with feedforVard

trbnsfer function 6(s) = #*.1. The velocity error constant ls 3Os 
l and phase

margin at least 33o.

* (a! Draw Root Locus for the system that has open-loop polelzero plot in s-plane as

belonr in figure. Also estimate the system gain at the point where the system exhibits

criticaldamping. jr,'

t8l

t4l

t4I

t4l

tl2l

t8I

i

*
i

t**

$) The open loop transfer function of a closed loop system is (s) = ffi, nna

maximum possible K for which the poles lie on left of point 4.5. t8I
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/ Candidates are required to gtve their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
r' Anempt AII questions.
'/ The.figires in the margin indicate Full Mark.
{ Bode plot and normal graph paper would be provided.
{ Assume suitable data if necessary.

1. Stafing an example of a system that you see in everyday life, explain what do you
unders';::.C by closed loop system and the importance of feedback in it.

2. Write rle differential equations governing the mechanical systern shown in figure belaru

and e'*+ 
X:(s).
F(s)

ill

l-* x,

1

l-+ xz

i8--41

t6l

Bz

Also ubutrating the neoessary analogies draw the Force-Current and Force-Voltage
electiica.: analogous circuit.

a) Coctert the given block diagram to signal flow graph and determine the overail
tzrsfer fimction using Masson's Gain Fomrula.

c(sl

C.onsider a unity feedback system with a closed loop transfer firnction
C(s) _ IG+b
R(s) s2 +as+b 

_

Detei:nine the opeu loop tansfer fimction G(S). Also compute the steady state error
withunit mmp input

Bn

(tl

t61



I
4. The characteristics equation of a system is given byS6 +3ss +4sa +6s3 +5s2 +3s +2=0.

Comment on the stability.

5. Plot the root loci for closed loop system with G(S) = ---j 
- 

, H(S ) = l. Also
j .t S(S+l)(Sz+4S+5)'
W' determine the dominant closed loop pole with q = 6.5.

6. Draw the bode plot for transfer firnction G(S) =
48(1+

from the
)(1 + 3s)(1 + 0.5s)(2 + 02s)

graph determine (i) Phase crossover frequency (ii) Gain crossover frequency (iii) P.M (iv)
G.M (v) Stability of the system.

. 7-'Desigl a suitable cascade lag compensator network for the giverr systemv' G(.)= 5oK

s(s+5)(s+10)

Such thar the requirernent of velocity error constant of 30 sec'r and philse rnargin of
> 45o are met.

8. Z svstem has the hansfer function 
t(t) 

= = =2\-/ 
- -J ------ -----.--- U(s) s3 + 6s2 + I ls + 6

Find the state and output equation in matrix fonn and test the controlla,-iliiy and
observability of the system.

*t*

l6l

u2l

ll0l

u6l

t8I
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/ Candidates are required t6 give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
{ Attempt All questions.
/ Ihifigwes tn the margin ildicate Fall Marhs.
{ .lssume suitable dato dneqessry.

l. a) Find the transfer firnction eo(S/e(s) of the given circuit.

ei Rz

b) For an electromechanical system shown below, derive an expression for Vl(S)
considering it as armature controlled dc motor.

Motor: i) Moment of intertia = J, (ii) Frictional coefficient = D' (iii) Torsional
Load: i) Moment of intertia: J, (ii) Frictional coeffrcient: D, (iii) Torsional

R1

16I

ll0l

e0

IC

I

I

.rlotor
Irad

gear

c(s)
R(s)

2. a) Determine overall tansfer fimction by block diagram reduction technique. t8I

Ra
t
eb

t
@



c(s)

b) Apply RH criteria to deteimlne the range of 'K' for a unity feedback system with

6g91= --K(h12- wiu b€ stable.
S(S+3Xs+7)

3. a) Sketch the root locus for the system having C1S)=
K(S+

(S2 +25+2)(S2 +2S+5)

t8I

l6Ib) Estimate transfer fi.rnction with the help of following Bode plot.

dB

20 dB/dec

ll0I

l4x2)

lt6I

w
0.1 l0

40 dB/dec

4. a) Write short notes on following:

l) Gainmarginandphase margin

ii) PD and PI contoller

b) Determine TF for the system wtrose state space representation is give,n by:

5. Design a .suitable lead compensator for a system having open loop TF

I

t8I

C(S)=# zuch that the compensated system should have phase
s(l+Ols)fl+0.0015)

mrgin of * leqst 45o and static velocity error constant of at least 1000. 
:

*tlt

l-r : . ' '

I
I

I

i

l

I

I

I
I

i

_t

'l

I
-1

I

I

'''l
I

-']
I

-l
I

1

I
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a)

b)
c)
d)

2. a)

Contol

/ Candidates are required to give their answers in their own wqrds as far as practicable.
{ Anempt All questions.
'/ Thefigures in the margin indicate.Full Marks. .

/ S.emiloe sraoh qaoer will be provided.

1. State whethbr the following statements are true or false and justify them. [(l+3)xa]
Introduction of feedback on the system makes the system response faster.
Effect of disturbances can be reduced by increasing the gain of forward path TF.
Proportional controller makes the steady state error zero.
Derivative controllers are always used with other controllers.

Write differential equation and obtain transfer function of the mechanical system as

shown below considering 03 as output. Also draw torque voltage analogy network. 16+2)

Kz

b) Find overall transfer function of the system as shown below by block diagram
reduction technique. t8l

T

I

KrQr

BzBr

R+
C

I

3. a) The open loop TF of a unity feedback control system is given as:

G(s) =
K

(s+2)(s+4)(s2 +6s+25)

Determine the range of gain K for the system to be stable. Also determine the value of
K which will cause the sustained oscillation and corresponding oscillation frequency.

t8l

+
G1 G3

H1

H2



..i

IJ
b) Write state equatitin for the system. as below shown. Consider voltage across 2F

capacitor as output. l8l
1

1 ohm

t
1 ohm 2F

4. 4 Sketch approximate polar plot for a unity feedback system with feed forward transfer

function G(s) = , 
10r., 

and obtain gain margin.
s(s + l)r

t8l

t8l

[16]

b) Draw

G(s) =

bode plot of a system having open looi transfer function,

5. Design a lead compensator for a system- having open loop transfer

function as .a=, such that the designed system should have %Mp S 16.3% and
s(s + 2)

settling time (tr) < 2 sec.

4(s + 4)

(s + 2)(s2 +2s+ 4)
. Also analyze the stability

{.* {.

i.

i
,
r

!

I,
I
I
I
ti
l.
I
tt
I
It
t
i
:

..

1
I

I
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- Control

/ Anempt AU questions.

'/ Thefigures in the margin indicate Full Marhs.
/ Semi-los'and lormal praoh paoer will be provided.
{ Assume suitable data if necessary.

1. a) Find the transfer function Xl(SyF(S) of the mechanical system shown in figure 1.

AIso find the force-voltage analogy of the same system.

F(t)
xr(t)

Bz:0 Bt:0

i '-.,

b) Represent the mechanigal system of.figq1e. 1 .with state equation and output equation, .

if output is x2(t) in the figure. . , ! /jr :

2. a) Draw signal flow graph for a system.whosd block diagram is shown in figure below
and detennine C(SyR(S).

C(S).

b) A step torque T(t) is applied in a system shown in figrue below. Find the perce,nt

overshoot, settling time and peak time for output 02(t).

[8],:':

t8l

t8l

t8l

I

0r (t)

I 
'.. 

a* Mr 1a-aa
i

Mz
,A

G3(s)

Hr(S)

1N-m-s/rad
1N-m/rad



I

3. a) The open loop transfer frrnction of a unify feedback systern is given by

G(S) = - ,, 
K==, 

; where 'K' is the gain constant and 'T' is time constants. With the-\-/ S(1+ST)
gain multiplied by a factor K1 the maximum overshoot of the system is increased from
25Yoto 50%. Determine K1.

b) The open loop hansfer frrnction of a unify feedback system is given by

G(S) = 
--:-+ 

. Find the static error coefficients and steady state error
S(S+2)(S'z+25+8) -- -

of the system when subjected to an input given by (t) : 2 + 5t + 2f .

4. a) For a unity feedback system that has the forward tansfer fimction

/:/a\_ K(S+2)
u\D., _ 

(S, _4S+13)

1) Sketch the root locus.
ii) Find the fuiraginary axis crossing.
ii| Find the gain K at the jw axis crossing.
iv) Find the break-in point.

b) Examine the closed-loop stability of a system applylng nyquist critdrion whose open-

,toop 
Eansfer tunction is given by G(S)H(S) = e#1[

5. The open loop ftansfer function of a unify feedback is G(S) = =,r I ==. 
. It is reguired

S(1+ 0.2S) '
tlat K-, > 20 sec-l -atrd. 

?hase margin (+-) : 4.*o. Design a lead compensating network to .

satisfr the 
1le*r"a +""iu:llo*:'', 

. . .'

rgl

l8l

t8l

!

I

I

I

I

-l

I

t8I

I

I

I
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-.Confrol

'/ Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
/ Attempt any Five questions.
{ Thefigures in the margin indicate Full Marks.
/ Assume suitable data if ndcessary.. .

1. a) What is open loop and close loop control systems? Draw the block diagram of closed
loop confrol system and explain the role of each block. I8l

b) For the mechanical system shown in fig.l(b), draw body diagram, write qomplete
differential equations and identity the transfer function X1(s)/T1(s). . . ' , t8l

l

----) x2(t)
-Jx1(t)

Krz
fi(t)

Yv Br

Fie.l(b)

2. a) Reduce the block diagram of fig.2(a) and find the overall transfer function C(s)/R(s).

R(s) C(s)

. Fig.2(a)

b) For the system shown in Fig.2(b), find J and D to yield 2070 overshoot and a settling

time of 2 seconds for a step input of torque T(t). In the figure 0(t) is the output.

K =5 N-m/rad

Fig.2(b)

t8l

t8l



'_'!.. , ,

'']
:

i
3. a) Using R-H criteria, tell how many root's of polynomial is in right half plane, in left

halfplane and onjw-axis. P(S) : S' + gS4 + iS3 +4S2 + S + 3.

b) Sketch the root iocus of a unity feedback control system with open loop transfer

i8l

t8l

l8l

t8l

u6l

function. G(s) =

stable.

k(s + 4)
and find the range of k for which the system wiil be

+2s+2)

4. a) Use Nyquist stability criteria to evaluate the stability of 'the systern'with open loop'

transfer function, G(s) =
10

. Identiff phase cross-over frequency and gain t
s(s2 +2s+4)

margin from the Nyquist plot. :

b) The open looir transfer function of a unity negative feedback system is given by

I

i

!

-l
I

I

'l
i

i

I

I

I

I

.20
c(s)

s(0.5s+1)(s+2)
. Calculate the static error constants for this system, Also

'calculate the steady state error due to input r(t) : 10 + 5t.

5. a) Mention P, I. and D controllers. Also explain the role of PI and PP contoollers on
transient and steady state performance specilication.

b) Evaluate the percentage overshoot and peak time for the unity feedback system with

open loop ftansfer function, G(s) = #
6. The open-l6op . transfei function of a unity feedback control ryit"r is [iven'by

G(S) = =- 5- Design a lead compensator such that velocity error constant, Ky : 19
S(l + 0.2S)

and phase margtn:50o.
***

t8l

l8l

']

I

I

'''l
I

"1
I

-1

,a,]

i

-1

I

-l
I

'''l
I

-!
I

t
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SubjeA: - Contol System

/ Candidates are reQuired to grve their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
r' Attempt All questions.

- t/ Thefigures in the margin indicate Fu@$;
/ Semilos eraoh oaoerwill be orovldcdy' Assume suitable data if necessary.

1. a) Draw free body diagram, write complete differential equations and find the tansfer
function Xr(SyF(S) forthe dynamic slatem strown below.

l.-..->xr 4xz

t8l

ll0l

Kr Kz

B(t)

b) The open loop hansfer function of a unity feedback s;ate,m is given by t8l

G(S) = 5-\-/ S(S+lXS2 +25+2)

Calculate the static error corurtants for this system and find the range of K if static
error is less than 0.5 for input (t) : 10 + 50t t8l

2. a) Evaluate the tansfer function Y(SyR(S) for the sptem represented by following
block diagram. t6l

R(S) Y(S)

t
)

!

b) Discuss the advantages and limitations of state-space analysis of control systems. Find
the transfer function for the system represented by following state-space model.

l;:l=[; ;l;l].[l].,
lvl=[l of.'l

Lxzl

Also evaluate the stability of this system.



l

3. a) For a process control system shown below, find the range of K for which the roots of
characteristics equation are more -ve than S = -2.

R(S) Y(s)

b) Draw root locus for a unity feedback system with open loop tansfer firnction

G(S) = rtr*. Ako determine the range of K for (i) overdamped response and

(ii) unsrable system. [0]
4. a) Draw the ass)anptotic Bode magnitude plot of the unity feedback system whose open

loop transfer function is given by: t6I

G(s)= -- 125

S(S'+10S+25)

b) Use Nyquist stability criterion to find the range of K for which the unity feedback

system represented by open loop transfer function G(S) = mdm 
is stable. tl0l

5. a) Discuss in brief the use of PID controllers in control system. t6]

b) The open loop tansfer function of a unity feedback system is given by [0]

G(S)= = fS'(0.2S+ 1)

Design alead compensatorto meet the following specifications.

Acceleration error constant = l0
Phase margin:35o

t6l

K(S + 10)

s(s + 3)

I

I

i

I

I

I

i

I

I

I
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Subiect: - Conhol Svstem

r'- Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
/ Attempt All questions.

Thefigures in the margin indicate EullMarks.
Semi-los sraoh oaoer will be orovided.
Assume suttable data if necessary. i

l. a) Draw the close loop control system configurations showing major components.
Djscuss the advantage and disadvantage ofoiosed loop systems. t8I

$)zDerive the transfer function X1(s/F(s) for the system shown below. t8I

Kr

i
I

L-

:

Bz

-.II
iii;il

ftt
:j'jl:i

B1
xt(t)

xd0

2.

F(t)

j/rr^othe unit step response of a unity feedback system whose open loop transfer

'[r]function is given by i(r)r(r) = *+;1 . i,/
1q,6eriu" the overall transfer function Y(s/RG).'for the system shown below using block \

- - reductiontechnique. t8l

R(s)

3r9'4open loop transfer function ofa unity feedback system is given by:

G(s)H(s)
s(s'+4s+4)

}rrJthe 
static error constants and calculate error due to input r(t; :4, * ,.

,y{Oraw the root locus for the system with open loop transferfunction:

G(s)H(s)=G;ft*24)

From the root locus, find the gain (k) and corresponding natural frequency of
oscillation when the damping ration is 0.7.

4. a) Draw the Nyquist plot for the following open loop transfer function.

tl0l

G(s)
(s+2)

s(s+1)(s+3)

. yy6iscuss the advantages of state space representation. Find the state equation and

V output equation ofstate space form'for the system represented by transfer function.

G(r)='=2t'l3t+1
s'.+5s'+6s+7

5. Design a lead compensator for a system with open loop transfer function G(s) = , -k --
s'(s + 5)

for the specifications ofphase margin = 30o and acceleration error constant, I(" = 5sec-2.
Also draw the bodd magnitude ancl phase plots after compensation.

t
I

.,

Y(s)

t6l

t8l

l8l

I
.j
,,i

r'i:'i
'., j
1:1

::, l

/

..'' llri:i,:if/ ::,:l
'{:.;,;:ir:: .i:i; : i f+'1i19'
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